Project 3: Community Engagement
Lead:

John Hall
N.B. Mike D’Souza may need to deputise if JH goes to Ramsgate
Deputy: Harry Hall/jp
Encompassing:

Neighbourhood Watch Plus (Elaine = leader)

Community Panel (Mike = leader)

Norbiton Forum e-democracy (John H = leader then Harry Hall)
ACTION: John and Harry to work with leaders of the sub-projects to start
pulling together details – community need/priorities, aims, costs, resources
needed etc., - prior to meeting with Simon to work on overall outcomes and
milestones (date TBA, John to advise when ready)
Community Panel
(Mike = leader)
ACTION: To recruit an annually expanding random sample of all residents at
Norbiton addresses to augment the 40 already contacted. This will be a more
accurately representative voice of Norbiton. Recurrent recruitment will
compensate for “churn” the fact that perhaps as much as 40% of the
population move in and out of the area each decade. Our target is to have 2000
on the panel thus exceeding the numbers who voted for the highest polling
councillor in 2010. This would enable a) effective scrutiny of all public money
spend b) meaningful priotity setting c) Co-design and Coproduction and d)
community promotion to reduce urban stress, and illness etc.
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Milestone 1 To design suitable approah literature and posters etc
Milestone 2 To Focus on developing E-democratic discussions
Milestone 3 To get ONTF ‘s help in recruiting (at least 200 more) panelists in
2014.
Milestone 4 To report on the Confidential Enquiy survey e.g. on whether
Rangers are wanted as a LIS project
Milestone 5 To focus on acqiring Mobile phone contacts for voting .
Milestone 6 To develop a new system for getting balanced voting
Milestone 7 Monitor QoL and satisfaction and ongoing costs of running ON
from this site
Financial Requirements:
Over three years £9000
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